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AN OMNICHANNEL BUYING EXPERIENCE FOR CONSUMERS

OmniDirect is a flexible platform with an omnichannel customer buying experience – allowing the consumer to buy 
any way they want, end-to-end or collaborating with a call center or agent.

Would you like to provide insurance to the 70 million Americans that are underserved 
and underinsured?  That’s a market of roughly 35% of Americans that are not even 
asked to buy insurance.  The effort and time investment for smaller sales is difficult for 
agents to justify.  Additionally, millennial buyers are demanding a digital experience and 
are expecting their decisions to have immediate gratification.  To reach these prospects, 
iPipeline’s OmniDirect solution gives carriers the ability to offer simplified products in an 
omnichannel customer buying experience.   The consumer can buy any way they want, 
satisfying the demands of the consumer and achieving channel harmony.

In the development of this state-of-the-
art product, we’ve partnered with the 
global leader in customer experience 
management, Sitecore.  OmniDirect 
leverages Sitecore technology to 
provide a robust CMS (content 
management system), enabling 
carriers to create and maintain their 
own site content.  Along with content 
management autonomy, OmniDirect 
also offers progressive analytics and 
reporting capabilities.  User behavior, 
including drop-off rates, conversions 
and more can be tracked.  Data and 
intelligence gathered on customers 
and prospects via OmniDirect can be 
evaluated and repurposed in marketing 
and sales efforts, allowing carriers 
to evaluate the effectiveness of their 
marketing campaigns.

OmniDirect integrates seamlessly 
with our needs analysis and quoting 
tools, as well as our CRM, XRAE® 
and iGO® products.  Workflows are 
flexible as well.  For instance, carriers 
have the option to select from a lead-
generation approach, ticket or full 
e-App with iGO.  OmniDirect also 
accommodates build-once use-many-
times deployments for carriers who not 
only use it on their websites but wish 
to push it out to selected distribution 
destinations.  OmniDirect offers a 
tremendous amount of options that 
can be implemented to fit any needs or 
business strategy.
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FEATURES:

BENEFITS:

Content Syndication (Build it once and 
deploy it many times)

Content self-service with Sitecore

Integrations with needs analysis, quoting, 
CRM, XRAE, iGO

Pick from lead-generation, ticket and 
full e-App workflows

Maintain your deployment through 
client self-service

Convert your social and media 
placements to profit

Analytics – track effectiveness of 
marketing campaigns and user behavior 

Insurance widgets (modular or 
integrated), microsites, AB testing 
optimization, data driven marketing 

Multilingual

Tap into the underserved millennial 
and mid-market

Responsive design

Diversify your selling approach for 
simplified products

Minimize staffing requirements for 
low value product sales


